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Boeing flight training courses are designed to meet regulatory
requirements and the stringent training requirements of airlines.
Our flight training solutions are designed by training developers
with intimate knowledge of Boeing airplanes and worldwide aviation
regulations.
We offer a Boeing 777 to 787-8 Differences
Course that familiarizes 777 qualified
crew with the differences between their
base airplane model variant and the 787-8
model variant. This course is taught by
Boeing qualified instructors who have gone
through a rigorous certification process to
ensure the highest caliber of instruction.
The Boeing-designed courseware is
founded on the intimate knowledge of
the airplane’s handling and systems. The
ground training portion of the course
focuses a pilot on learning and applying
systems knowledge through combining
self-paced e-Learning with procedural
training in an advanced flight training
device (FTD). The flight training portion of
the course can take place in a Boeing full
flight simulator (FFS), available through our
growing global network of training facilities,
or in an airline’s simulator, and includes an
end-of-course check ride. FTD and FFS
sessions use computer-based briefings
that allow trainees to demonstrate their
specific level of content comprehension
for more tailored training sessions. FFS
sessions include advanced debriefings that
allow for recorded playback of the flight
deck and panel instrumentation for more
focused instructor/student debriefs through
the visualization of key training moments.

Value






Your airline keeps its experienced pilots
where they provide the most value,
flying instead of instructing
You have a reliable partner delivering a
steady stream of qualified pilots
Your airline avoids the high costs
of developing, purchasing, and
maintaining a training program and flight
training devices

Course length

5–7 days
Regulatory approvals

Authorization from your regulatory authority
is required to receive credit for this training.
Prerequisites

Current and qualified on the 777
Price

Contact Boeing Flight Services for pricing
information.
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